Clemson. Ubrary
Campus

"Missing In Action"

Service Flag Changed

According to latest reports from
"Uncle" J. H. Woodward, Alumni
Secretary, the records show 54
Clemson men "missing in action",
and 58 "prisoners of war." Number of Clemson men liberated
from Japanese and German prison
camps, according to news releases by the War Department or official notification received from
parents, 5.

The Clemson service flag now
has 5592 names of Clemson
men in the service and 252 gold
stars denoting Clemson men
killed.
The old figures were
5588 men in the service and 240
men killed. The totals here are
changed about every two weeks.

—The South's Most Interesting College NewspaperWartime Edition
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Preparation For Spring Inspection

Russian Author
Under Auspices
The Kress Fund

Vol. xxix. No r*

79

Clemson Host To #
Retreat On April 20
Maj. T. C. Bigger
Visits College

Lecture To Be
In College
Chapel At 7:30

Was Jap Prisoner
Stood 'Death March'

Major T C. Bigger, Hort. '34,
of York, who was recently reMaurice Hindus, eminent Rusleased from a Jap prison camp
sian author and lecturer will apBy DICK SMELTZER
in the Philippines, visited on the
pear in the College Chapel at
CHAIN OF COMMAND
campus this week' and spoke to
7:30, April 17, under the auspices
r
a group of faculty members and
he ROTC has probably noted of the Kress Fund. Mr. Hindus
cadets. He was at his wife's
cided increase in the blonde has just recently returned to the
home near Pendleton on a short
lation of the ACER. This is States from Russia and at presdelay-en-route from a hospital
inside dope. It all started ent is making a lecture tour. He
in California to Ashford Genern Cadet Capt. McLeod went speaks in Greenville Monday,
al
Hospital,
White
Sulphur
X-J Uie drug store to get hair tonic. April 16, here at Clemson TuesSprings, Virginia.
Mel.eod can't read, and so didn't day, and will go to Atlanta Wedknow that he got a bottle of hy- nesday.
Maj. Bigger, entered the Air
drogen proxide instead. He applied
Mr. Hindus was. born in RusCorps as Administrative Officer
it diligently.
sia, one of eleven children, and
in'November, 1940. He went to
Cadet Lt. J. R. Morris soon saw came to this country when he
Savannah Air Base until Octothe color of his captain's hair was fourteen. In addition to beber, 1941, when he was sent
One of the many phases in the preparation for the Annual Spring Inspection, to be held on
and promptly deduced (all by ing a noted lecturer, Mr. Hindus
overseas as Technical Supply OfApril 19th, in the Retreat Parade shown above. The entire regiment is at "present arms" while
himself) that Clemson was soon has written many consecquential
ficer for, the 48th
Materiel
the band plays the National Anthem and the flag is lowered.
to go into khakis and that the books such as Red Bread, HuSquadron.
Commandant had issued an order manity Uprooted, To Sing With
Maj. Eugene Chase, assistant PMS&T of North Carolina State College will be the inspecting
He reached Manila November
that the hair must match. He fol- the Angels, Hitler Cannot Conofficer.
20, 1941. After Pearl Harbor, he
i suit.
quer Russia, Mother Russia, and
went to Bataan on December 25.
Meanor, an obedient Cadet Sgt., his autobiography, Green Worlds.
There he fought with the Infan'isited the drug store a little
In past lectures Mr. Hindus has
try in the front lines until he
e later. And last, but not said, "I do not believe there will
was captured on April 9, 1942.
MeLellan, a lowly Private, ever be another major war in
From Bataan he was on the inved the example of the Europe for at least a generation,
famous "death march" and was
Sergeant.
nor do I believe there will be
sent to Camp O'Donald on LuThe Army calls it "chain of minor wars. This time the big
zon. Then, in July, he was sent
The
Clemson
College
concert
command."
powers will not permit it."
to Cabanatuan, and in October,
A big turnout is exnected for
series will be concluded with the 1942, to Davao Penal Colony on
HAVE A RIDE
this
noted
lecturer,
whom
we
are
On Saturday, April 14th, at
performance of violinist Carroll Mindanao. From there he was
Section HB-33 was taken
through the mechanical engin- greatly Drivileged to have speak twelve o'clock' noon in the ColGlenn and pianist Jesus Sanroma, sent back to Manila to the Bililege Chapel at Clemson, there
' lab. in Riggs Hall one fine on the campus.
The performance will start at bad Prison Hospital, where he
will be a posthumous presentaJ. O. Lewis, Chem. '47, of
was placed on account of disafternoon not long ago. The section of the Air Medal to Lt. Roy Marion, who served as editor 8:00 p. m. April 20, in the Col- eases such as pellegra, beriberi,
tion hadn't 'been there long beM. Lynch, Jr., \who was killed of the Tiger for three issues, lege Chapel.
and scurvy, caused by malnutrisome of the Mlows spied
September 11th over Germany.
left two weeks ago in order to
f
er wheel which had about
Miss Glenn is a native of tion,
The presentation will be made be at home a short while be- Chester, S. C. and was a child
foot diameter. An idea
Maj. Bigger was released on
to Lt. Lynch's wife, Mrs. Sarah fore entering the armed forces. prodegy, and was the youngest February 4, 1945 by the 148th
d into someone's brain and
Bass Lynch, of Greenville, by
H. F. Frierson, pre-med '47, student ever to attend the fam- Infantry regiment of the 37th
before long the wheel was turnCol. Stout of the Greenville of Union, who has been serv- ous Juilliard Music School. Miss Division after having been a
ing at a dizzying rate with ArArmy Air Base. Lt. Lynch grad- ing as associate editor, moves Glenn was the youngest artist prisoner nearly three years. He
moRd "Airplane" Tavianini riduated from Clemson in '41.
up to the editor's chair vacat- ever to win all four of the major reached the United States on
ing happily inside. Soon "Big
This is the first time that a ed by Lewis.
JiiiV Sweeney made' it a twomusic
prizes—the
Naumburg. March 16, 1945 on the Monterpresentation of this kind has
Lewis is the first editor to Town Hall Endowment, National rey.
.,
c
been made at Clemson.
be elected since the wartime Federation of Music Clubs and
!. The boys lived to regret
He holds the American Defense
edition was started. Under his Schubert
ey had P. T. next period
Memorial
Awards. Ribbon with one Bronze Star,
leadership the Tiger, accord- Miss Glenn is married to S/Sgt.
P. T.
the Asiatic-Pacific ribbon with
ing to some readers who have Eugene List woh enlisted in the
two bronze stars, the Philippine
"Minga" La Grone was at the
written letters to the staff, was Army at the height of one of the
Defense Ribbon, „ the Philippine
of a P. T. Section last week
making definite progress. His most brilliant • pianistic careers
Liberation Ribbon, and the Disana' was loudly calling cadence.
right-hand man during the in decades.
tinguished Unit Badge with ohe
The coach almost got "busted".
publication of these three isLeaf Cluster. He also
Miss Glenn's instrument is a Oak
He was out of step with La Grone.
sues, was Henry Frierson, who
Guadagnini loaned to her by the wears six gold stripes on his
Someone had remarked that Shernow
finds
himself
at
the
helm.'
In the college auditorium toJuilliard Foundation and is val- sleeve, signifying three years
man rode a horse. Earl Simpson,
The Faculty Adviser predicts
day at noon, a short but impressive
ued at $30,000. Miss Glenn is one service overseas.
a loyal Southerner who always
MAURICE HINDUS
memorial service was held in tri- continued improvement under of the few great artists who has
Other men Maj. Bigger knew
manages to get his two cents
the
guiding
hand
of
Frierson
if
bute to the President and Comnever studied in Europe.
to -be prisoners and saw in the
worth in, replied, "Sherman ran
only
we
can
keep
a
printer.
mander-in-Chief of the United
the Northerners througil this
Jesus Sanroma is a musical Philippines, but who have not
It has been reported that the
States.
country a long time ago and we're
one-man
good will delegation. been reported freed, are: Henry
Dr."D. W. Daniel paid a glow- linotype operator in Seneca Born in Puerto Rica, Sanroma
just getting around to running
(Continued on Back Page)
whose
presence
has
made
ing tribute to Franklin Delano
them back out."
was
so
outstanding
that
the
printing the Tiger posible is
Ate the seventh annual State Roosevelt in a short address.
Puerto Rican Government sent
WILD PEOPLE
Taking part in the service were leaving for the Navy soon.
Chemurgic Conference held in
him, at thirteen, to the New
Some Company "K" boys:
the ministers, Dr. S. J. L. Crouch
England Conservatory in Boston,
Howie. Strbzier, Walker, Boggess, Columbia on March 23, Dr. R. and Rev. Wannamaker Hardin, and
from which he graduated with
Bob Simpson, Hernandez, and F. Poole was one of the princi- a choir composed of members of
Other men athonors in 1916. ■
Brewer went to a house party at pal speakers.
all campus church choirs.
Sanroma is at home with clasy Bottom last week-end. tending from Clemson were Dr.
Clemson's Grammar School,
sic or romantic music, or in the
the party was over the F. H. H. Calhoun, Dr. Peter Car- High School, College Cadet Corps,
rodemos, and Dr. H. J. Webb.
moderns. He hs appeared in rehost looked in vain for the house.
The purpose of the conference campus folk, Dr. R. F. Poole, and
Lieut. Col. Walace R, Cheves, citals in London, Paris, Berlin,
Among other things they wore a
faculty were in attendance.
was
to
foster
utilization
of
natE.E., '38, of Savannah, Georgia, Vienice, Madrid, Barcelonce, and
mountain peak down 50 feet or
As the Tiger goes to press, it
limbing over it and set a ural resources and products of was announced that the entire has been awarded the Bronze major cities of the U. S. and
5 on fire. Some fun, eh what. farm and forest in South Caro- Cadet Corps would march this Star for meritorious achieve- Canada. Sanroma's lack of platlina, and Pres. Poole's talk inment in action.
form gestures while bringing to
WOMEN
cluded points about processing afternoon to the Southern Railway
Col. Cheves commanded a unit life the most brilliant passages
station
and
'present
arms'
as
the
Some of the ACER'S (as well and marketing foods advantanew to combat when it was
as ROTC's) were with Lander geously °or South Carolina farm- funeral train passes on its route committed to assist in stopping in difficult music has amazed
audiences all over the world.
from Warm Springs, Georgia, to
. t week-end. Meanor wasn't. ers.
a major drive into the Hardt
Washington.
tinued on page three
Dr. Poole stressed the fact that
Mountain of Alsaa, France. By
southern agriculture is undergohis careful planning and pering changes which would result
sonal supervision his battalion
in a better balancing of animal
contributed materially to the
MAJ. T. C. BIGGER
and plant production, and also a
failure of the enemy offensive.
better coordination between agWhile he was at' Clemson, Col.
riculture and industry. The postCheves was a member of Tau
First Lieut. Raymond D. My■el John C. Henegan, '18, war small farmer will face many
Beta Pi, Blue Key, Scabbard and ers, M. E., '38-'42\ of Orange!
:iion, Commanding Officer serious problems. He has to adBlade, and the Tiger Brother- burg, has been listed as missing
5th Anti-Aircraft Artil- just his farming so that he can
hood. He was commander of the in action over Germany as of
Group, and well known in meet competition from large
Junior and Senior platoons and March 18, 1945. He was a pilot
h Carolina military circles, farms which are fully mechanizwas also Regimental Commander of a B-17 Flying Fortress staCapt. George H. Dunkelberg,
awarded the Bronze Star ed.
his senior year.
tioned in England.
former professor of Eg. Eng., was
for "meritorious service
Dr. Poole was of the opinion
Lieut. Myers received his com- released from the Germrn prison
ipport of combat operations that many of the small farmers
mission from Clemson and join- camp, Oflag, by the Russian Army
,r the period of August 15, would have to discontinue coted the army in February, 1943 in late February.
3944 to February 9, 1945.
Continued on page three
In a telephone conversation with
as an officer in the Infantry. He
The award, which was pretransferred to the Air Corps in Capt. Dunkelberg, his wife learnsented to Col. Henagen, was accompanied by a citation which
The Air Medal for meritorious October, 1943, and received his ed this, week that he is back in
read in part: "Col. Henagan's
achievement, awarded to Lt. wings in June, 1944 at George the United States. He stated that
untiring efforts, close attention
Lewis A. Page, air Corps now a Field, 111. He shipped overseas he is to be assigned to a rest
te details, ability to cope
prisoner of war of Germany was as first pilot in December, 1944. camp as yet unknown.
:t'ferent problems, willingThe Pickens county public
presented to his father Col. L. He received the promotion to
lo accept responsibility health nurse will hold a typhoid
A. Page at a garrison review at First Lieutenant and the Air
i inspiration to his men immunization clinic at the
the overseas replacement Depot Medal about the first of March,
ant. ■ itributed directly to the ' Clemson High School for puin Greensboro, N. C, last week. 1945 and the Oak Leaf Cluster
il completion
of his pils and the public beginning
Shown above is Lt. Col. MarLt. Page was a student at shirtly afterwards.
unit's combat mission."
Thursday,
April
19,
1945.
tin R. Tilson, of Savannah, Ga., Clemson when he went into the
Lieut. Myers is the brother-inition to his newest deco- Three Immunizations will be
who is Regimental Executive air corps. His father,' Col. L. A. law of Cadet L. F. Theiling, a
Walter ,M. Bell, Jr., Voc. Ag.
Officer for this semester. Lt. Page, was a member of the class member of the Tiger Staff.
Col. Henagan wears tthe given at , weekly intervals.
Ed., '40, of Hartsville, has been
Legion of Merit for outstanding The second immunization will
Col Tilson is in charge of all of 1916 at Clemson before enterWhile-_ at Clemson, Lt. Myers promoted to the rank of captain.
service to his country during the be on Thursday, April 26, and
intra-mural sports on the cam- ing the army. He has just re- attained the ranks of sergeant Capt Bell hs been awarded the
pus. He is also President of cently returned to the States and second lieutenant. He was Air Medal with Three Oak Leaf
l Campaign. He has serv- the last one on Thursday, May
■ eas a total of 30 months, 3. Parents will be asked to
Blue Key and of the CDA, His- from India. Col. Page was ac- a member of the A. S. M. E. and Clusters.
torian of the Senior Class, and companied at the presentation he attended the ROTC Camp at
seen duty in England, sign slips if they would like
He has been stationed in EngAfrica, Italy, and now their children immunized for
Student News Editor of the by his wife and son, Alex Page, Clemson where he was ranked as land since last July and is now
Tiger.
protection from typhoid fever.
now a student at Clemson.
a marksman.
at a Liberator Base there.

Air Medal Award Glenn, Sanroma To Conclude
To Be Made In
The Clemson Concert Series
College Chapel
Lewis Leaves School
Frierson New Editor

Clemson Mourns
Roosevelt's Death

Poole Addresses
S. C. Chemurgists

Lt. CoL Cheves
Gets Bronze Star

Myers Missing
Over Germany

Cul >nel Henagan
Has Bronze Star

Typhoid Clinic
At Clemson High

Capt. Dunkelberg
Freed From Oflag
Back In States

Father Receives
Medal For Son

Bell Receives
Three Clusters

Dr. Daniel, Ware, Cooper
Will Address Delegates
The Spring Conference for the student YWCA and YMCA
organization in the colleges of South Carolina will be held at
Clemson April 20, 21 and 22. A large number of students representing their respective Alma Maters will be present for
this conference.
"Christian Youth in the World
of Tomorrow" is the theme of
the Conference with discussion
groups to break the theme down
into different phases. Mr. J. Roy
Cooper of Clemson and Atlanta
will lead the discussion group on
On Wednesday, April 25, the Christian Church and the ChrisSouth Carolina Section of the tian Home. Mr. Henry Ware, reAmerican Chemical Society, of presenting the Southern region of
which Dr. Peter Carodemos, of the "Y", will lead the discussion
Clemson, is chairman, will meet on "Planning Programs with
in the chemistry lecture room YMCA and YWCA Leaders."
here at Clemson to hear an adRegistration will begin at the
dress by Dr. W. Albert Noyes,
Jr., Chairman of the Depart- "Y" Friday, and Dr. D. W. DanielN
ment of Chemistry in the- Uni- of the Clemson faculty will give
versity of Rochester, Rochester, an after dinner speech that night.
After Dr. Daniel's speech, each
N. Y.
Dr. Noyes, a native of Indiana, school will put on a ."skit" at
received his A. B. degree from the Methodist Church.
Saturday morning will be deGrinnell College and the D. Sc.
degree from the University of voted to a call to worship by Rev.
Wanamaker Hardin. Immediately
Paris. .
Since the completion of his following this, there will be three
education he has held many im- discussion groups of an hour's
portant offices. At present he is length each.
chairman of the committee on
In the afternoon the visiting
Professional Training of Chem- boys and girls will be taken over
the campus and points of interest
such as Calhoun Mansion, the outdoor theatre, and the Museum in
the Library will be shown to
them. For the atheletically inclined group swimming, tennis,and soft ball will be at their disposal.
In the evening after supperthere will be Twilight Servicedown by the Seneca River at.
the "Y" cabin. A camp fire with
religious, "old time," and folk:
songs sung by the boys and girls
sitting around the fire is always.
a very memorable service. Mr.
Henry Ware will then speak on:
"Your Job as a YMCA or YWCA
Cabinet Member on the College,campus Today."
After breakfast Sunday morn-'
ing there will be a morning' devotion before Sunday School and
Church Services which will be
held at one of the local churches.
ists, editor of. "Chemical ReDinner will be the last meal,
views", chairman of the Divi- after which every one will bid
sion of Physical and Inorganic each other good-bye and start
Chemistry
of the American back for his or her Alma Mater.
Chemical Society, chief of the
Technical Division of Chemical
Warfare Service, and chief of the
Division of National Reserch
Committee.
The public .and all interested
students are invited to attend
Capt. Ernest F. Bennett, Voc.
the program.
Ag. Ed., '41, of Vance, was killed
in action February 21, 1945 in
Italy. He was mortally wounded by an enemy .88 shell that
burst directly above his group^
Capt. Bennett was buried with
full military honors in an AmSince the Cadet Corps chang- erican Military
cemetery
in
ed from the ROTC gray uni- Northern Italy.
form to the Army uniform,
Clemson cadets have been stopped on the street, buses, and
trains and questioned as to furlough papers and passes. This
has caused many embarrassing
moments and a Jot of explanation
on the cadet's part to the MP's.
Staff Sgt. Joseph Immorman,
The Presbyterian Student As- T.E., '41-'43, of Fairlawn, N. Y.,
sociation has had a card print- was killed in action March 12,
ed to serve the same purpose as 1945 on Midanao, according to a
an identification card. This message from the War Departcard, which is being given to all ment. He is the son of Mr. and
of the Clemson Cadets, states Mrs. Arthur Immorman of Eair-.
that the holder of the pass is en- lawn.
titled to wear the prescribed
uniform, be absent from barracks, college, and campus on
week-ends or by special permit,
and to visit any place not offlimits to men in uniform. This
pass is made legal by Col. Cun"Now, lets get down to earth."
ningham's signature. On
the
—Dr. Polk.
back of this card are written
* » *
some "tips" or unwritten laws of
"I have been teaching here for
Clemson.
Cadets are not to use this card fifty years and this is the first
as a permit to be absent on week- time I've been inspected.
—Prof. Godfrey.
ends or at other times unless they
* * *
"rate."
"We'll get the frogs now."
—Prof. Donovan.
* * *
"The point is, you don't get
the point."
Major Charles D. Bates, I.E.,
—Dean Earle.
» * *
'36, of Marietta, is now serving
in the Philippine Islands as an
"Let's set up a few of these
Executive officer of a unit of problems and knock them out."
the Fifth Air Force Service
—Dr. Hendricks.
• • •
Command.
While at Clemson, Major Bates
"You're just as happy as a
was a member of the Block "C" dead pig in the moonshine."
Club, and A. I. E. E.
—Major Martin.

Chemists To Hear
Dr. W. A. Noyes

Captain Bennett
Killed In Italy

Cadets Be Given
Pass Card By PSA

S-Sgt. Immorman
Dies In Action

BY .THEIR
—W or ds—

Maj, Charles B. Bates
Now In Philippines

*
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Lt. Col. James P. Littlejohn,
EE '32, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
C. Littlejohn, has been awarded
the Bronze Star, a letter from
authorities states. The award
was made so recently that no
citation has been received giving details. Col. Littlejohn has
served 17 months in Africa, 7
months in England and 8
months in Italy. He is in charge
of supplies for armed forces in
Italy.

* * *

When last heard from Lt. E. L.
Willimon, Arch '42, of Florence,
had participated in the invasion
of New Guinea. Being his first
action, this taught him he hardly
had time to be afraid, "at least
enough to reduce alertness." The
Jap card he sent is a valued
souvenir. We'd like to hear from
him again.
* * »
Capt. Ben Jordan, ME *38, was
on the campus Monday, en route
Lieutenant Donald H. Blakeney, T. E. '43, of Lancaster has
to the Pacific area. He has come
been awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in action against the
from the ETO. Mentioned Maj. C.
enemy in Brittany, France on September 16, 1944. He was reC. (C-Square) Gibson, EE *35, of
sponsible for the capture of two important pill boxes. His aggresA stunned cadet corps joined with the world Thursday in Richbourg, who is staff flight ensiveness, interpidity, and superior leadership were important
mourning- the loss of our beloved'president —Franklin Delano gineer with the 21st Bomber Comfactors in the fall of Fort Montbarey later that day.
mand. Saipan. He is working with
Roosevelt.
Lt. Blakeney is the son of Mrs. H. R. Blakeney of Lancaster
the B-29.
* * *
Not since the tragic Sunday afternoon the Japanese made
and the brother of Majof Lewis B. Blakeney, E. E. '25. While at
their sneak attack on Pearl Harbor and plunged this nation
Lt Van N. Thornhiu, EE '41-42.: Clemson he was on the staff of "Bobbin and Beaker" and was
;
into war had the atmosphere been so ominous, and the faces of Charleston, is with Gen. Patassistant advertising manager of "Taps" his senior year.
ton's
Third
Combat
Engineers
j
of men, women, and children so filled with sadness, and dismay. Like a bolt from the blue skies that have recently gath- that recently crossed the Rhine'
ered over our fighting men on all battlefronts, the news came river in Germany. Lt. ThornhiU
entered the service the summer
that our Commander-In-Chief, our champion of the cause of after his sophomore year. He leads
liberty, our hope for America's part in the peace conferences a platoon of engineers whose job
to come had '"slipped quietly away" while doing his job to the it is to advance with the infantry
COL. LORRY N. TLNDAL, 9th' and the other atom does when
very last. In voices filled with respect and disappointment, and build bridges, roads, and AIR CORPS, FRANCE:
you put the heat on them, but
". . . . Just received the first | I'd like to see it done by a pracpeople spoke the words they seemed unable to believe—Presi- other facilities to keep the Third
dent Rosevelt is dead! With a reverent sort of realism each army rolling. This information Tiger in beaucoup years. . . it 'was] tical man who knows the tricks
seemed to say with the immortal Shakespeare: "He should was furnished by his brother, like a shot in the arm for a fairly of doing it without the proper
have died hereafter; there would have been a time for such a Thomas E. Thornhill, second sem- tired and homesick guy. . . Thank equipment. . . . Over here I have
you a thousand times. . . of last seen a lot of . "impossible" jobs
ester freshman. word—tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow. . . "
* * •
five years I've been overseas about done in welding. . - . We have a.;
Lt. Col. J. Gordon Watts, Ent. four and a half. . . Had a fighter man who holds that anything,
May his mantle fall upon shoulders that are as broad as
our love of freedom is deep, and into hands guided by wisdom '31, who was Assistant Research group in the Pacific until '43 and metal can be welded with a torch, i
Entomologist of the Edisto Serv- then a few months in Hq AAF, flux and rod and nothing else and
that is God-sent.
Have gets by with it. . . . work looks
ice Station before entering the then over this side. . .
May his dream of world peace become the mausoleum service four years ago, is with seen many Clemson men en both rough but holds. . . I've never ;et
efected to his memory by the leaders he has left behind, for Army Government Headquarters sides of the world. ... same spirit i (in Army) found a man who
of loyalty and camaraderie al- knew much about heat-treating
indeed he has given his last years, even his life, in the cause of in Italy. Mrs. Watts is living at ways prevails. ... It is like the in the small way that is necessary
Clemson..
freedom and a lasting peace.
* * *
spirit in the air forces. . . My in making repairs, in making tools
best regards to "Slim" Rhodes etc. where you don't have therCapt.
Carl
T.
Warner,
ME
'40„
His final words might well have been those of any dying
of Pickens, has returned from (ask him if he can imagine me mocoupled controlled temperature
soldier:
service outside the continental as director of Research for the furnaces. . . I could use some
United States and is now being largest air force in the world; knowledge of cost accounting and
God, I am moving out to death's sea—
processed through the Army and give "Snug" Gage a friendly estimation. . . believe that a certain '
Grant me one prayer: Doom not the hereafter
Ground and Service Forces Re- swat for me. ... a hand to Holtzy amount of business training should
. Of mankind to war. . . Let not my sinking in
distribution Station in Miami —thank for the news letter. . . . be mandatory at Clemson. . . if
Darkness be for nought, my death a vain thing.
for nothing else would help a
Beach, where his next assignment and hello to all the rest
* * *
God, let me know it tre end of man's fever;
man keep his own affairs straight
will be determined. He has served
Make my last breath a bugle call
CAPT. J. A. WTNFTELD, ME; . . . Don't know what's going to
34 months as a supply officer in
Carrying peace over the valleys and cold hills forever I
the Southwest Pacific theater. '40, FORMERLY WITH BETHLE- j become of us when we get out of
While there, he was awarded the HEM STEEL COMPANY, NOW the army and get into an outfit
American Defense Ribbon and the IN PACIFIC AREA, MARCH 17:' that has to show a profit. . . Don't;
". . . . What do you think of believe I could work the simplest
Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Ribbon.
* * *
my going back to school for some! of Prof. Creadle's alternating curCapt. Thomas A. Able, CE '40, more "book learning"; . . . Feel; rent problems even if I had my
of Abbeville, has returned from the need of some metalurgy, par- textbooks. . . . Seems that every
overseas and is awaiting reassign- ticularly as applied to welding) time a problem comes up I have
Once again, the annual inspection of Clemson conducted ment in Miami Beach. Copt. Able and the heat treatment of small one too many unknowns, or the
by the War Department is at hand. It has been announced that served 35 months as a signal parts, speings and blades (all unknowns are the ones, the book
Major Eugene Chase, of X. C. State College, will inspect on supply officer in the Southwest types of cutting tools). . . I can assumes any fool should know. . .
(Continued On Page Three)
April 19:
Pacific Theater. While there he read and find out what this, that
was awarded the Asiatic-Pacific
It is of the utmost importance to every Cadet at Clemson Campaign Ribbon with one battle
that our Ama Mater should achieve a high rating on this very star.
* * *
important inspection. A rating of Superiof, such as Clemson
Cpl. Eddie L. Keefe, Arch '43has maintained for the last several years, will aid the school
very much in any Government program that might be offered. '44, of Orangeburg, awaits assignMany returning war veterans will want to attend a school ment after completing his required
phases of combat training at the
that rates high in military circles. This will be the chance
Mountain Home Army Air Field,
for Clemson to continue her rating as one of the highest mili- Mountain Home, Idaho as a gunner
tary schools in the nation by making a rating of superior on on the Liberator Bomber. He is
By WYLXE HOGUE
this annual inspection.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Obie L.
Keefe of Orangeburg.
Of less importance, but still of interest to the average
* * *
cadet is the personal value to be obtained from the acquisition
First Lieut. James W. Kelly,
YOUNG MAN IN A HURRY
of a high rating. It is something of which to be proud that YOU D H '39, of Greer ,has returned
attend a school which is rated as one of the nation's highest. from overseas and is awaiting reFor several months now I've watched a Cadet going to and from
Fewer drills will be reld; there will be more liberties given assignment at Miami Beach. Lt. classes on a bicycle. The bike is one of those jobs with a small front
us by the Commandant's Office; merits will be given; and Kelly served 28 months as a tans wheel and a large basket which usually contains books. I've wanted
-various other things we all desire will come to pass if we can maintenance officer in the Euro- to know his name and something about him because he always seems
show our Military Department that we are worthy of these pean Theater. While there he to be in a hurry. I was told that he is Bill Bishop.
was awarded the European Camiavors.
W. W. BISHOP
- on October 9, 1943, by a Hospaign Ribbon with four battle
William
Webster
Bishop,
ofj
pital Ship, the Arcadia, to the
stars.
We also must remember our old grads of Clemson. and
» * *
Spartanburg County, graduated i 114th Station Hospital near
those in the service for whom we must maintain the old
Capt. Terry E. Richardson, Ag from Cooley Springs High School Bizerte. From there, he went
standards at Clemson. Many are anxious to come back to a Ec. '38, of Barnwell, has returned and went to work in a grocery to a General Hospital near
school which is as good as it was when they left, and we must from overseas and is awaiting re- store. After a short while, he Oran where it was discovered
extend every effort to do our part in getting Government re- assignment at Miami Beach. Capt. transferred jobs to Drayton Mills that he had a siatic nerve incognition for their Alma Mater. The graduates will also want Richardson served 30 months as a (Textiles), Drayton, South Caro- jury. He received an operation
staff officer in the Alaskan lina. He went into the Army on January 9, 1944.
to be proud of the school from which they hold diplomas.
On March 5, 1944, he was put
December 16, 1942, at the age oi
theater of operations.
For the sake of Clemson's future, for our future's sake,
* » «
twenty-one. Inducted at Fort aboard the Hospital Ship Arand as partial recognition of our men in service, let's all do
Lt. Louis G. Clark, '37-'38, of Jackson, Bill received training in cadia. It was the same one on
our best to put this inspection over the top with a SUPERIOR Walhalla, has been missing in the Infantry at Fort McClellan, which he had crossed the Medirating!
Charles D Barker action in the Pacific since Au- Alabama. He also went to' Cooks' teranean. More coincidence: he
gust 22, 1944, according to J. and Bakers' School. Afterwards, was put in the same room, one
F. Clark, ME, of the freshman he was assigned to Replacement bed away from the one he. had
class. Lt. Clark's mother, Mrs. Camp at Shenango, Pennsyl- before, and his ward had the
F. J. Clark, received the Air vania, where he remained five same nurses and ward attendants as it had on his previous
Medal for her son on March 23. months.
trip!
OVERSEAS
He _was .serving _with _the
BACK HOME
It was announced this week that the Student Organiza- Seventh Air Force.
Bill was sent to Camp Shanks,
* * ■
New York, and sailed for Africa,
This time he was bound for
tions Committee has considered a proposal made by the
A story in an Anderson paper August 21, 1943, where he re- America. Bill landed at Charles"Tiger" staff to organize an honorary fraternity and are
heartily in favor of doing this. The fraternity will honor those tells of Capt. Jimmy Harley '41, mained for one month. Then, he ton, March 18, and was taken to
who have made a grade point ratio of 6.0 or above for two flying 267 missions in the Pa- was assigned to the 157th Infantry the Stark General Hospital. Later,
Regiment of the 45th Division, he 'was transferred to Kennedy
semesters at Clemson. The Deans and Directors have given cific and returning to Ander- Fifth Army.
General Hospital in Memphis,
son to tell the tale. At the
their approval, and plans are developing rapidly.
time of the story, he had been
On October 5, 1943, near the Tennessee—then to Moore's Gentown of Benevento, Italy, Bill's eral Hospital in Asheville, North
The '"Tiger" staff, in making this suggestion, had the serving in the Pacific area for
approximately
two
years
as
outfit was moving up in the Carolina, where he was honorpurpose in mind to stimulate student interest, impiove scholaspilot of a transport plane. The
vicinity of the Volturno River ably discharged, May 16, 1944.
tic records, and to give credit to those who have earned it.
While Bill was in basic trainribbons he wore were the FlyValley. At one o'clock in the
ing
at Fort McClellan, he married
ing
Cross,
the
Air
Medal,
and
afternoon,
he
was
hit
in
the
We are glad to see this new fraternity being organized,
right leg by flying fragments Miss Sarah Ruby Hardin of Chesand hope that it will be an encouragement to reactivate some Oak Leaf Clusters. To an Anderson Independent reporter, he
of a German "88" shell. A Com- nee. While he was overseas, she
of the fraternities and organizations that were so active on gave credit to the infantry boys
pany Aid Man stopped the lived at her home on Route 3 and
the campus before the war, of which only a few are now active. in the trenches. Said bis life
bleeding, administered mor- worked. They are living in the
phine and sulphathiazole powd- "Opportunity House" west of the
Boys who come to Clemson -during these war times don't was much easier ihan theirs.
He said: "My hat is off to the
er (on the wounds), and band- Textile Building now. Bill is a
realize what Clemspn was during the days of peace. Interest infantry, even though I am an
aged his leg. Strecher-bearers freshman in Electrical Engineerhas sagged and Clemson spirit has dropped nearly to nil. If aviator." Capt. Harley has seen
took him to the Battalion Aid ing.
some of the organizations and fraternities could be started service in New Guinea, the
Station, and at nine o'clock that
Bill Bishop is still a young man
again, student interest and spirit would increase, and it would Dutch East Indies, Admiralty
night he arrived at an Evacua- in a hurry—to get places— and
tion Hospital.
from the progress he's making,
be an incentive for those who leave to go into the services to Islands, Bougainville and the
Bill Bishop was evacuated I say that he will get there!
return to "Old Clemson" after tre war.
Editor. Philippines.

Our Commander In Chief —

'^PL

they MU/. .."

Annual Inspection

Talk Of The
Town

New Fraternity —

—mat isarnes has been re-1 —Ridgeway, the one time
Rutlege, G. P., of Drayton, ported t state that he couldn't! money making man, has to go
0
received five pink slips as fol- be perfect all the time!! How' out and round up prospective
lows: Eng. 31, Economics 23, 'bout that!
customers for his store because
math 22, Tex. Chem. 48, Tex.
—the only comment on that' the cutthroat gang of Inabinet
Chem. 42.5.
would be, Amen, Brother, Amen; , Inc. is running his business
Hutto, F. B., of Jacksonville,
—that Young is getting more slowly in the ground.
FTa., received five as follows: end more like an overgrown sad- i —(hat Oscar's pal Gregory is
Chem. 12, Drawing 14, M E. 17, tack every day, and he otten' finally in the Navy . . . The war
Math. 12 and Math. 14.
wonders where Reese was hiding is won!!
Curtis, H. B., of Sumter (Tiger the day brains were issued.
—that he understands that
staff) received four: Eng. 16,
—that little Sam Plaxico, the Bashful Billy was run home by
Drawing 14, Math. 12, Math. 14. farm boy himself, sulked like a a shot gun just this past SaturMcGregor, W. H. D., of Green. two-year-cld when Oscar said he day night.
vilie, received fcur: Math 12, was selfish.
—the joke of the week was the
History 14, Physics 12, Bot. Lab.
—that his hat is off to the boys episode of Col. Sam trying to
15.
who took part in the stunt nignt drill a squad, and then later
Person, R. L., of Greenville, affair. They really did a won- messing up good and proper the
received four: M, E. 17, Drawing derful job and there were plenty execution of close march.
14. Math. 12, Math. 14.
of laughs for all.
—from the
atmosphere of
EIGHT MEN RECEIVED THREE .—that to Louie Davis he would study that prevailed last week
EACH:
like to send a bouquet, not of every one thoroughly enjoyed
Bentley, A. D., of Orlando, thorns but of orchids, for doing the Easter weekend.
Fla.: Math. 12 and 14, M. E. 17: such a good job of singing that!
—spring is here; the little
Fowler, J. W., of Gaffney: ! night.
flowers
have come and gone: the
—he
wonders
how
many
of
us
|
Drawing 14, Math. 12 and 14; I
McCall, E. G., of Rock Hill: would have faced that madden- I birds are chirping, but still we
Ecoonomics 23, Math. 21, Physics ing riot that called themselves i see no great offensive on the
21; Morris, E., of Paterson, N. J.: the audience, and still have been j part of Goodale in search of gals.
—however on Gtoodale's reDrawing 13, His. 14, Math. 11; able to sing half as well.
Plaxicc, J. S., of Sharon: Eng.I —the sad part about the whole! cent visit to the Rock! we find
30, Vet. Science 42, Ag. Eng. 38.; show, 'twas the fact those re- words reminiscent of MacArPruitt, W. W., of Greenville: ! marks made about the gentle- thur's. As the great "Lover"
M. E. 17, Dr. 14, Math. 14;; man with no hair, Hogue, were stepped from the car he sighed
and said, "I have returned!"
Siokos, G. Z., of Columbia: Dr. so very, very true.
—shots rang out, and they
14, Math. 12, and 14; Touchber- , —that Bashful Billy Marshall
ry, R. W., oof Pinewood: Vet. really fancies himself as being spent the rest of the afternoon
ry, R. W., of Pinewood: Vet. something extra special for the coaxing that brave soul out of
TWENTY-FOUR CADETS RE-i women. Sorry, little chum, but hiding.
CEIVED TWO PINK SLIPS you are a long way off.
—he wonders if there are any
EACH: Adams, A. T. of Rock HUL —you would think with warm other aviators in the country
(Tiger Staff) Eng. 30, Ec. 23;; weather approaching that mollas- other than John Barnes, (Wright
Altman, A. B., of Galivant's Ferry: ses would flow faster, but Tilsor Brothers' third cousin to hear
M. E. 12, Dr. 14; Barker, C. D., of is a living (?) proof that such him tell it.)
Walhalla, (Tiger Staff): Eng. 30, is not the case.
—the First Sgt. Stokes has
—rumor has it that he Til- gone to Ft. Jackson. 'What a day
Physics; Barnes, J.
M.,
cf
Rock Hill: M. E. 42, Eng. 32; son is now hunting for a strong that will be when the sgt. meets
Bost, W. J., of Spartanburg: Dr. freshman to carry him to and that favorite pfc. that extends
14, M. E. 12; Cheek, F. L., of from classes. In short I'm try- such a cordial welcome to all
St. Andrews, Fla.: Math. 14, M. ing to convince you the critter Clemson -men.
E. 17; Collins, R. S., of Ninty is plum lazy.
—that he seriously doubts if
—that Pee Wee Coleman if
Six: Physics 22, Dr. 31; Crawford,
any
one in the regiment knows
really
pulling
for
the
regimental
J. M., of Spartanburg: Dr. 14, M.
just
what
is going on with refE. 12; Cumbie, A. B., of Lyons, commander's position, and it
Ga.: Eng. 31 and 32; Frierson, H. seems that busting seniors and erence to the spring inspection.
—that unless the band gets
F., of Union (Tiger Staff): Chem. veterans are only minor details
more wind the corps would do
12, Eng. 30; Gravlee, J. G., of in this undertaking.
—so, Runt, you had best slow well to book Spike Jones for
Winter Park, Fla.: Math. 14, M.
April the 19th.
E. 17; Gulledge, J. M., of Calli- down or Momma will spank!
son: Math. 11, Hort. 22; Hamof Lieutenant Colonel, while servmett, J. M., of Gaffney: Math. Clemson: M. E. 17; Bailey, F. A., ing in Germany under Gen. Patch
12 and 14; Hogan, J. D., of Co- of Charleston: Dr. 14; Davis, L. with a mortar battalion. Col.
lumbia: Math. 14, Eng. 1.; Liv- W., of Charleston: Religion 21; Ramsay participated in the Tuniingston, M, of Salley: Ag. Ec. Dodgen, J. A., of Graniteville: sian campaign, the invasion of
22, Hort. 22; Lowman, J. B^, of Ec. 23; N. M. Crow, of Fair For- Sicily, and the Italian mainland.
Ballentine: Economics 23, Math. est: Ec. 23; Evans, J. W., Kings- His unit participated in the siege
12; Marshall, W. L., of Columbia: tree (Tiger Staff): Math. 21; of Cassino and was one of the
Eng. 31 and 32; Martin, J. C, of Jones, W. J., of Marietta, G.: first to enter Rome. His unit inOrangeburg: Chem. 12, Dr. 14; Hist. 14.
vaded Southern France and fought
* * »
Norris, J. E., of Vance: Hist. 44,
its way up through Belfort Gap
Pvt.
A.
C.
Alexander,
of
CleveAg. Ec. 32; Nunnery, T. W., of
into Germany. His lieutenant
land,
Ohio,
who
was
at
Clemson
Edgemoor: Math. 14, M. E. 17;
colonelcy came while he was servin
1940-1941,
came
by
the
campus
Owns, W. H., of Rock Hill:
ing in the Belfort area. He is 29.
recently
with
his
wife,
Mrs.
AlMath. 21, Physics 21; Lowe, J. Z.,
• • •
exander,
of
Six
Mile.
Pvt.
Alexof Spartanburg: Math. 14, M. E.
The
following
cadets have
17; Wolfe, R M., of Rock Hill: ander has spent 15 months over- received discharges during the
seas
with
the
82nd
Airborne
DiMath. 12 and 14.
period between March 24 and
THE
FOLLOWING
CADETS vision and returned to this coun- April 9:
RECEIVED ONE PINK SLIP try on March 5th. He is now staB. D. Bailey, Heath Springs;
tioned at Percy Jones General
EACH:
Hospital, Battle Creek, Michigan, D. C. Breeden, Bennettsville;
Mellette, R. R., of Aiken: and is on leave for a short time. W. I. Fox, Meggetts; E. L. HarPhysics 11; Norris, Wnr* of He wears the Presidential Unit rell, Waycross, Ga.; J. O. Lewis,
Vance: Mot. Lab. 15; Odom, A. citation, the Purple Heart and Marion; J. H. Rogers, CharlesC, of Gable: Hort. 31; Owen, W. three campaign stars for action ton; W. M. Smith, McColl; W. B.
B., of Greenville: Dr. 14; Perry, in Normandy, Holland and Bel- Tanner, Charleston; S. W. Tins*
B. J., of Ridgeland:' M. E. 17; gium. He spoke of seeing Captain. ley, Spartanburg; W. M. TisPittman, E. H„ cf Bishopville: Frank Gregg and others. Alexan- dale, Sumter; W. L. Wise, CoDr. 25; Province, H. H., of Green- der came down to Six Mile this lumbia; R. H. Yeargin, Gray
ville: Physics 11; Pursley, R. B., week to visit his wife and his Court.
of Filbert: Physics 11; Rogers, seven months' old daughter, whom
• * »
B. G., of DiUon: M. E. 17; Sau- he had never seen. Pvt. AlexanLt. Col. R. M. (Bob) Jones,
ton, C. C, of Sharon, Pennsyl- der has jumped 15 times without home last week-end from the
vnia: Physics 12; Smautt, W. H., injury, three times in combat. Oliver General Hospital in Auof McMirinville, Tenn.: Dr.. 13; Prefers to fall forward or back- gusta, Ga, was wearing 'he InStewart, J. T., of Woodruff: Dr. ward. Plans to return to Clemson fantryman's Combat Medal, the
25; Sweatman, M R., of Charles- under the GI Bill.
Bronze Star, the Silver Star, and
toon: Dr. 14; Theiling, L. F„ of
* * *
the Purple Heart. Among ClemOrangeburg: Geol. 21; Tisdale,
T. E. Ramsay, Chem. Eng. '38, son men he had served with, he
W. M., of Sumter: Math. 14; Tol- of Simpsonville, who entered the mentioned Capt. J. H. Godfrey,
bert, J. A., of Greenville: Chem. army in 1942 as a 1st lieutenant, Jr., Tex. '41, adjutant; Lt. Gibert,
11; Triplett, F. A., of Chester: was recently promoted to the rank j
Continued on page three
Ec. 24.
Tucker, G. F., of Greenvile:
Math. 14; uilnick, B„ of Pater- |
son, N. J.; Wayne, H. S.,
of Chalestorn: M. E. 17; Woodfin, H. Z., of Iaman: Math. 11;
Young, R. H., of Clinton (Tiger
Staff): Eng. 30; Baldwin, C. M.,
of Georgetown: M. E. 17; Bal- .
lenger, G. J. of Tucapau: Wd.
26; Bishop, H. W., of Valley
Falls: M. E. 17; Black, R. G., of
Rock Hill: Ec. 23; Brady, J. L.,
of Spartanburg: Dr. 14; Brown,
C- W., of Florence: Arch. 16;
WHAT CHANGES WOULD more than six cuts in one semesBusch, C. W., of Aiken: Chem.
11; Byrds, E. F., of Rock Hill: YOU MAKE IN THE CLASS- ter.
Dr. 32; Campbell. T. L., of Harts- CUT SYSTEM?
W. C. Marthers, 1, Winnsboro
ville: M. E. 17; Carson, J. D., of
B. B. Smith, 2, Easley. The The cadets should be allowed five
Anderson: M. E. 17; Carter, T., old system worked all right when cuts each semester.
of Langley: Eng. 16; Clark, J. F., the regulations 'were enforced.
B. E. McKissick, 1, Kingstree.
of Walhalla: Dr. 14; Connelly, J.
J. G. Gravlee, 1, DeLand, Fla. Have unlimited cuts. Now don't
G., of Morganton, N. C: Dr. 13; Let's have five cuts a semester! all cadets agree?!!
Cothran, J. E.,of Inman: Arch.
L. H. Lamar, 1, Augusta, Ga.
R. W. Kay, 1, Easley. Don't
21; Dabney, T. F., of Rock Hill: I like the old system, but three count Saturday class cuts as
Math. 21; Dawson, A. D., of St. cuts would be better than it is AWOL.
Petersburg, Fla.: Bot. Lab. 15.
A. T. Shearin, 1, Darlington.
now. Sometimes I have to cut
Deas, V. J., of Rock Hill: M. E. a class.
The cadets should be allowed cuts
17; DeVore, W. N., of Ninety
T. Carter, 1, Langley. Let's following a holiday so that they
Six: Math. 12; Fogarty, S., of have the old system.
can recuperate.
Charleston: Math. 21; Folk, D.
D. W. Holt, 1, Gaffney. The old
R. H. Jefferies, 2, Columbia.
M., of Greenville: Dr. 14; Harris, system, if enforced, would be bet- Let's have a time to walk other
G. S., of Abbeville: Math. 11; ter than what we have now.
than Saturday afternoon.
Harte, N. N., of Spartanburg:
H. L. Carlisle, 2, Calhoun Falls.
B. M. Faile, 2, Kershaw. Have
Math. 14; Hawkins, J. W„ of I got more sleep and had more three cuts per class. If a cadet
Greenwood: Ec. 23; Hiott, C. E., free time under the old system. cuts more than three classes withof Round, O.: Eng. 16; Hogue, S.
F. J. Bishop, 1, Columbia. Cut out a good excuse, he should be
W., of Camden (Tiger Staff): out the walking!
dropped from the roll.
Eng. 30; Johnston, J. M., of
C. G. Culler, 4, Orangeburg.
W. D. Owens, 1, Greer. One cut
Greenville: Dr. 14; Latto. E. S., Give freshman no cuts, but allow per subject is enough for me.
of Charleston: M. E. 17; Lewis, upperclassmen to cut a few, the
W. M. Norris, 2, Holly HUL I
G. F., of Orlando, Fla.: Math. 11; number of them varying according think we should be allowed five
Lewis, J. O., of Marion (Tiger to classes.
cuts and should be punished if
Staff): Eng. 30; Lindsay, H. N.,
W. H. Funchess, 2, Rowesville. we take more than that.
of Clemson: Religion 21; Lipton. The cadets should be allowed to
R. D. Bernhard, 1, Buffalo, N.
J. J., of Beaufort: Bot. 16; Mc- take a cut if he feels that it is Y. I don't like marching; I cut
Alhany. T. D., of Anderson: Re- absolutely necessary, but under one class; let's change the system
ligion 21; McGinty, R. A., of no circumstances should he take soon.
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Clemson Wins First Three Poole Addresses
Baseball
Games
Of
Season
r/fgaH Bob Jones Visitor On Campus Team Shows Good Form In Romping
Continued from page one

By CHARLES (CHASE) BARKER

OUTLOOK
As this column is written, the big news in the way of Clemson
sports is the Tiger baseball team, which got off to a good start bywinning three straight before dropping to Newberry. There is no
doubt now that Coach Cox has turned out a good team to represent
Clemson on the diamond.
During the complete college year, however, interest in sports is
centered mainly on the grid team. Spring football practice was held
this year at Clemson, and the boys looked pretty good. Very few of
these will be back for the fall session, and Coach Howard is counting mainly on the talents of another 17-year-old squad.
The prospects are bright that Clemson will get some of the
excellent high school material, and possibly some veterans. Ralph
Jenkins, if back, will bolster the inexperienced gridsters. Jenkins
was an outstanding performer this past season, and should be even
better in '45. As Clemson's main representation in the world of sports,
our football team should be good, and our Athletic Department is
bending every effort to this end. We are hoping for a good team, even
if many of us won't be back at Clemson until after the war.
But the men of the moment are the baseball players, so let us
turn our attention to the diamond.

SEASON OPENS
As the baseball season opened, the Clemson nine got off to a
fast start by winning the three opening games. The first two games
were played against Wofford, then two against Newberry. The Tigers
took two from the Terriers, another from the Newberry Indians, then
dropped the fourth to Newberry.
The Tigers showed plenty of power in the opening game as Clemson won from Wofford, 14 to 7. Cagle led the hitting parade with
four for four, one 6f which was a homer. Freeman also hit for the
circuit. O. B. Riley pitched good ball for the Tigers, and helped win
his own game with three hits.
Clemson played the second game against Wofford in Spartanburg, and the Terriers furnished real opposition in this contest. Clemson was forced to score eleven runs in the last two innings to win,
15-14. Hughes was relieved by Freeman in the seventh.

TIGERS WIN THIRD
In the third game, the Tigers played heads-up ball to defeat
Newberry, 7-5. Southpaw Rube Wilson opposed Clemson's O. B.
Riley on the mound. Wilson sent 18 Clemson men down swinging,
but was very wild. Clemson took advantage of all Newberry errors,
scoring two runs in the second inning on two passed balls, and again
on an error in the seventh. Cobb got two hits to lead the Clemson
batting.
Daisley's two-hit pitching set down the Tigres in the first loss of
the season. Freshman Joe Hammett turned in a creditable pitching
job for the Tigers until relieved by "Fireball" Eddis Freeman in the
seventh inning. In the first inning, Hammett had apparently retired
the Newberry batters, but the umpire ruled that his final pitch had
been made from in front of the rubber. Newberry took advantage of
this to score three runs in the first. Clemson loaded the bases in the
first inning on two walks and a single, Lindsay struck out and Cagle
went down on a long fly to retire the side, however.
Timmerman and Riley were outstanding players for Clemson.
Timmerman got a double, and Riley a single for the only two hits
Clemson could get from the big sailor. Newberry's Navy sparked team
was hampered to a great extent also by several beautiful catches by
Timmerman.

TEAM SPIRIT
The Tigers exhibited a fine spirit in their first few games,
one of which the cadets here can well be proud. They talked it"
up in the infield, razzed the opposition in the spirit that makes
for a good team, and showed they were out there to win. To those
cadets who haven't had the opportunity to see the team in action,
we want to say, "Watch 'em." A team should have cheering from
the sidelines to pep it up, and this is what we haven't had a
chance to show yet.
For the only baseball game so far played at Clemson, most of
the cadets were away for the week-end. The games with Prebyterian which were originally scheduled to be played here have
been tranferred to Clinton. It is believed that the games on
April 20 and 21 will be played on the campus, and if so, a large
number of cadets should attend and cheer the team on.
Presbyterian also has a civilian squad, and we are looking
for the Tigers to hand the Blue Stockings out on the line. To aid
them in doing this, we should turn out and show that old Clemson spirit. For our home games, let's all turn out and yell!

SOFTBALL
The final intra-mural tourney of the year is expected to get
under way soon. A schedule is being arranged, under the direction
of Martin Tilson, to carry on a Softball tournament. Companies will
be represented in this as in the other intra-murals. "F" Company won
the football tournament, "L" Company the basketball tournament,
what company will take the Softball title?

CAMPUS SPORTS
Most of the intra-mural play has been suspended until after
inspection, but the boys are doing quite a bit- of playing on their own.
The most conspicuous sport at the moment seems to be sunbathing, if that could be called sport. Spread out over the campus
are Softball and baseball games, a little football, running events,
and other sports activities. There's no doubt about it, a person can
keep in shape here if he wants to. Most of the boys do not think so
badly of Physical Training now, and a few actually want it back.
It was a good program, and one that we will be glad to see return.
There may have been some absentees but the Corps as a whole was
pretty good about turning out for a little body-building, and we believe it did some good.

ODDS 'N ENDS
Certainly was nice to see an old Clemson grid star and coach,
Bob Jones, around the campus. He has just returned from the
European Theater of Operations.
we succeeded in getting him to
reveal. Col. Jones adds another
(Continued from page two)'
name to our list of veterans who
have proved to us the" absurdity
who came as a replacement to the' of the articles on "How To Treat
1st Battalion, 13th Infantry; Maj. The Returning Veteran."
William E. (Bill) Hall GS '41,
* * *
of Charleston. Col. Jones hopes to
John
Wigington,
Jr.,
former
visit his family at Clemson often,
but his status at present is that of Tiger photographer is home on
being assigned to the government furlough. His knowledge of photohospital in Augusta. For the in- graphy is being used in the Air
formation of his thousands of Corps Public Relations Office at.
friends who will be interested, he Keesler Field, Mississippi.
• *, »
uses a cane, walks short distanced
The Architectural Faculty has
without too much difficulty; wears
a^Ch supports for his feet in para- mailed their first monthly news
trooper snoes; has a twink'e in letter to former Architectural stuhis eye and can tell of his battle dents who are now in service.
experiences so as to make any- It is signed: "'Pop' Lee, 'Gil' Hoffbody laugh. If you feel any com- man, and 'Dee' Hodge."
* * *
punction about laughing at a mai
who teils of a dud landing in a
T-Sgt. Toy T. Garris, an Army
foxhole with him, don't egg Col. pnotographer, has sent a collection
Jones on as we did to tell us of photos to his brother, D. J.
more and more. He made us laugh, Garris, who is a veteran enrolled
albeit nervously at times, regard- in the school of architecture. These
less of the nature of the experience pictures are mounted in exhibit

PEOPLE

Over Terriers, Cagle Gets 4 Hits
Ringing in the 1945 baseball season with a roar, the Clemson Tigers defeated Wofford's Terriers, 14 to 7, in the opening game.
O. B. Riley, lanky Clemson righthander, gave up only 9
scattered hits while the Tigers were busy collecting 14 off
the Terriers.
Cagle, Riley, and Freeman were outstanding for the Tiger
nine. Cagle hit four for four, including a home run and a double.
Freeman also hit for the circuit. Riley aided considerably in
winning the game he was pitching by collecting three safe
blows.
Box:
CLEMSON
AB R H O A
Tyler 2b
5
2 10 5
Ullnick 3b
5
10 3 2
Freeman cf
5
2 3 0 0
Lindsay c
5
0 0 2 1
4
2 3 0 1
The Clemson baseball nine won Riley p
3
2 0 0 0
its third straight game as the Cobb rf
4
2 2 6 1
Tigers defeated Newberry's In- Russell lb
1
0 0 0 0
dians by a 7-5 score. O. B. Riley Lamar lb
4
3 4 10
and Rube Wilson engaged in a Cagle If
5
0 114
hurling duel, both yielding only Owens ss
four hits to the oppos;tion. Wil41 14 14 27 24
son sent down 18 batters, but the TOTALS
Tigers took advantage of NewWOFFORD
AB R H O A
berry's erratic plaing to win.
4
112 0
Two passed balls in the second Haynes ss ...".
3
10 2 2
inning paved the way for Clem- Manny 2b
4
12 0 0
son's first two runs, and an error Taylor cf-p ....,
4
10 3 2
in the seventh aided the Tigers Harvey p-3b J
Arial rf-.J
4
1110
to score again.
Davidson If
4
0 0 3v 0
Cobb got two hits to lead the
Wright 3b-cf
4
13 2 0
Tigers hitting, attack.
Cothran lb
5
0 15 0
Box:
McTeer c
4
116 2
CLEMSON
AB R H E
Tyler, 2b
4
2 0 0
TOTALS
36 7 9 24 6
Riley, p .:
__ 3
2 10
Pictured above is Lt. Col. R. M. (Bob) Jones seated in the
Errors—Wright (2), Davidson
Freeman,
cf
3
0
10
"Y" Reception Room and talking informally about his battle
(2), Cothran (3), Haynes, FreeTimmerman, ss
3
0 10
experiences during his first visit home since going overses. He is
man, Cagle, Owen, Lamar, Tyler.
Lindsay, c
5
0 0 0
using a cane somebody handed him at the front saying: "Here,
Cagle, If
5
0 0 0 Runs batted in: Riley, Cagle 2,
Arial, Tyler 2, Taylor, Ullnick.
you need this worse than I do." In the background are seen Prof.
Cobb, rf
4
12 0
Two base, hits — Riley, Tyler,
Rhodes (left) and John T. Wigington (right). Col. Jones left imRussell, lb
4
0 0 0
Cagle. Home Runs—Cagle, Arial,
mediately after this picture to report back to the government
Owens, 3b,
3
2 0 U
Freeman. Double Plays—Ullnick
hospital in Augusta, Georgia.
to Russell; Haynes to Cothran;
TOTALS ...
34
7 4 0 Riley to Ullnick to Russell to
Tyler; Manny to Cothran; Riley
NEWBERRY
AB R H E
to
Lindsay to Ullnick. Left on
Walker, rf
- 4
1 0 0
bases—Clemson 7, Wofford 8.
Tyson, c
4
0 0 0 Bases on balls—off Riley 10, TayMashaw, If
4
0 0 0
lor 6. Strikeouts— by Riley 10,
Norton, 3b
3
Major Harris Ford, Arch. '35,
1 1 0 Harvey 4, Taylor 2. Wild pitchPreston, lb
3
of Marion, has been promoted
0 0 c. Taylor. Passed ball — McTeer.
Gallinat, cf
2
to his present rank. He is now
0 0 0 • Losing pitcher—Harvey.
Clemson bowed to ihe two-hit Farnetti, ss
4
with Supreme Headquarters in
1 2 0
4
Paris.
Major Ford, nephew of pitching of Newberry's Tom Dais- Looper, 2b
1 1 2
4
Miss Vivia Ford of Marion and ley to lose the first game after Wilson, p
1 0 0
a close relative of Prof. D. N. three straight v/ins. Clemson's Joe
Continued from page one
TOTALS
Harris of Clemson, was an out- Hammett yielded 8 hits before
33
5 4 2
standing track star and honor being relieved in the seventh by Clemson
12 1000 3 0 0—7 He sat on the lawn all Sunday
with his
blackjack
Eddis Freeman, who didn't let Newberry
grduate of Clemson.
000 022 1 0 0—5 afternoon
waiting for Bob Stiles and his girl
Major Ford went overseas in the sailors get a bmgle.
to walk past. He even had a con1942, and is a veteran of the
Daisley issued two walks to
venient place picked out to hide
North African, Sicilian and Nor- start the game, then O. B. Riley
Stiles* body.
mandy campaigns.
Among his hit a sing^ to load the bases with
Ray E. "Renfrew" White's perdecorations are the Purple Heart, one out. The next- batter wept
for wounds received in Sicily, down swinging, and the side was
Major o'liver H. McDaniel, A sonal life seemed to be a bit on
and the Silver Star, for gallantry retired as the next batter ilied out & S '32, of Charleston, has re- the public side last Saturday and
in action.
turned from services overseas Sunday. Everyone wondered
to left field.
and
is now being processed which girl he was really with.
Timmerman, with a double, and
IT MUST LIVE
Riley, with a single, were the through the Army Ground and
Forces
Redistribution
There is a rumor that Cadet
only Clemson men to ge' hits. Service
Timmerman played standout de- Station in Miami, Beach, where Sgt. Pearson is worried because
fensive ball for the Clemson nine his next assignment will be de- the number of Company "L" boys
on the "bust" sheet is steadily
as he made several good catAf-s. termined.
Clemson's baseball Tigers have
Major McDaniel has finished a diminishing. Latest reports say
The game was played at Ncvscheduled a
total of sixteen
nine months' tour of duty as a that he paces the floor of his
berry.
games for this season, four games
staff officer in
the European room in the wee hours repeating,
Box:
each with Wofford, Newberry, CLEMSON
While "The 'bust' sheet must live."
AB R H E Theater of Operations.
Presbyterian, and South Caro- Tyler, 2b
Some of the boys think it is
2-000 there he was awarded the Eurolina.
Riley, cf
4
0 10 pean theater campaign ribbon downright disloyal to cheat the
The season opened as the Ti- Cobb, rf
4
0 0 0 with four battle stars, the Com- Sgt. out of his fun. Never fear,
gers Defeated Wofford, 14-4 and Timmerman, ss
4
0 11 bat Infantryman badge and the Sgt. Pearson. The "bust" sheet
15-14.
Then Clemson split a Lindsay, c
3
0 0 0 Bronze Star medal for meritori- will live.
two-game series with Newberry, Cagle, If
3
0 0 0 ous service.
THE TACID REPLY
winning the first, 7-5, and drop- Russell, lb
4
0 0 1
Earl Missler sometimes has to
ping the second, 6-0.
Owens, 3b
4
0 0 0
be prodded to keep him awake in
The remainder of the sched- Hammett, p
3
0 0 0
class. Capt. Griffith has the boys
ule is as follows:
Freeman, p
0
0 0 0
stand up who seem a little bit
April 13 and 14—Presbyterian
sleepy in his M. S. classes. Last
at Clinton.
Major Edward S. Herlong, Ag.
_ 32
0 2 2
TOTALS .
week Missler looked sleepy so
April 20 and 21—Presbyterian
Ch. '25, .of Plainfield, N. J,, is a
the Captain asked him to stand
at Clemson,
Chemical
Warfare
Service
offiAB R H E
NEWBERRY
up. After standing for a few minApril 27 and 28—South Caro- Walker, rf ....
__ 4
110 cer stationed with the newly or- utes he was, at least partly, awake.
lina at Clemson.
3
0 2 0 ganized Chinese Training and The Captain told him that he could
Tyson, c
May 1—Wofford at Clemson. Farnetti, ss
This com2
10 3 Combat Command.
sit down if he was sure he
May 4 and 5—South Carolina Norton, 3b
4
110 mand is training and equipping wouldn't go to sleep. Missler volat Columbia.
Gallinat, cf
4
110 Chinese troops to fight the Jap- untarily stood the rest of the perMay 9—Wofford at Spartan- Mashaw, If
4
10 0 anese invaders.
iod.
burg.
Maj. Herlong entered the arMayo, 2b
- 4/020
THAT'S THE REASON
May 11 and 12—Newberry at Preson, lb
4
0 0 1 my in October, 1942, and arJim Sullivan has his own verClemson.
Daisley, p
2
112 rived in China from India in
TOTALS
29
6 8 6 July, 1943. Prior to going over- sion of why Company "L" won the
seas, he served at Edgewood parade. He says, "It was Cadet
Score by innings:
Clemson
000 000 00 0—0 2 2 Arsenal, at the Command and Lt. JohnsD 'Dress to-o-o the-e-e
Newberry 000 000 00 0—6 8 6 General Staff School, and in right'." Could be.
California.

Tigers Defeat
Newberry, 7 To 5

Ford, Ex-Track Clemson Drops
Star, Now Major To Indians In
First Loss, 6-0

ton production and emphasized
small home industries and the
production of plants requiring
hand labor.
If the southern
farmer can take the raw" materials now marketed in an unfinished and in their cheapest
state and sell them as a more or
less finished product his income
will be much increased.
Dr. Poole said that the barren
red hills of the south must be
blackened. In other words, organic matter and micro-organisms must be put to work for
soil improvement. As some 20
chemical elements are essential
to good plant growth,. our common
conception of fertilizers
must be changed. We must learn
to keep our soils where they belong and not let them muddy the
streatms.
The agricultural colleges have
given more attention to the right
fertilizers for crops than to any
other agricultural matter and
this
essential
information
is
available and farmers should be
acquainting themselves with this
information and also with the
fact that most crops are better
adapted to certain soils than to
others and there is nothing gainT
ed by planting a crop on a soil
that will not support it.
The horticultural staffs of the
agricultural coleges are now attempting to develop suitable canning varieties of peaches that offer an extensive processing period. This will allow the canning industry to function over a
longer period of time.
Dr. Poole closed by saying that
Clemson College in the coordination of its agriculture, engineering, Chemistry and textile
organizations recognizes its responsibility to the practical solution of the problems of agriculture and industry.

So they say
(Continued From Page Two)
Sent a box Home today for mother
to forward on to Clemson for they
museum. . . . contained, among
other things, a couple of 1/3 KG
bombs that fell on me one night
at a movie. . . . They are dropped
in clusters and these particular
ones were dropped from such low
altitude they weren't aimed and
didn't go off, thank God. . . 76
of them dropped in the movie
area and no one was hit. ... It
will take six months for the box
to get there. . . Regards to Profs.
Klugh, Fernow, John Lane, and
all the campus friends (Letter
contributed by the Ed Freemans.)

Lt. Col. C. J. Inabinet
Is Executive Officer
Lieut. Col. Clarence J. Inabinet, G.S. '36, of Orangeburg, is
now serving as Executive officer
for the Brownsville Army Air
Field, the new' aerial gunnery
school
for
fighter
pilots
at
Brownsville, Texas.
While at Clemson, he was a
member of the Block "C" Club
during his sophomore, junior,
and senior years.

COCA-COLA
Bottling Company
ANDERSON, S. C.

HE YWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
South Carolina's Leading Store For Men and Boys

"Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville"

With The ACER's

Major McDaniel Back
From Overseas Duty

Tigers Announce
Baseball Card

Major E. S. Herlong
Serves With Chinese

Capt. P. E. Morgan
Back In States

Captain Paul E. Morgan, Jr.,
G.S., '40, of Gaffney, is back in
the United States with a wounded right arm.
He had several
narrow escapes from death during the 35 months he served
overseas with the 158th Regimental Combat Team.
Capt. Morgan is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul E. Morgan of
Gaffney? He holds the Purple
Heart and the Combat Infantryman Badge.

C. G. Gibson Promoted
To Rank Of Major
Capt. Capers C. Gibson, E. E.
'35, of Richburg, has been promoted to major at a Superfortress Base
in the Marianos.
Major Gibson is in an operations assistant with a B-29 Unit.
While at Clemson, he was a
member of the A. I. E. E. and
was Assistant Circulation Manager of the Tiger.
on the third floor, east wing of
the Engineering Building. It is
well worth the time to see this
display of professional photography. T-Sgt. Garris plans to accept a job offered to him by
Life Magazine after the war.

Fritts Elected
Hi School Coach
George Fritts, former star football player and assistant coacn
at Clemson, has been elected head
coach of Jordan High School in
Athens, Georgia. Fritts could not
me reached at press time for a
statement as to whether or not he
would accept.
' A tackle, Fritts, made All-Southern during his career at Clemson,
and was a member of the Tiger
team which defeated Boston College in the Cotton Bowl in 1940.

Lt. Burgess Pilots
Mustang In England
Second Lieut. Warren H. Burgess, G. S. '39-'43, of Suniter is
a Mustang fighter pilot, flying
bomber escort and strafing missions over Germany
from an
Eighth Air Force Fighter Station
in England. He is a member of
Col. Kyle L. Riddle's
479th
Fighter Group.
Lt. Burgess entered the Army
Air Force in February, 1943, and
received his wings and commission in June, 1944.

Capt. W.M. Bailey Goes
To Boca Raton Field
Capt. Walter M. Bailey, Ind.
Ed. '38-'41, of Summerville, an
overseas combat veteran, is stationed at Boca Raton Army Air
Field, a technical school of the
AAF Training Command.
Capt. Baily received the Distinguished Flying
Cross,
Air
Medal with 12 clusters, Distinguished *Tnit Citation and the
European Theater of Operations
campaign ribbon with two battle stars for his activities in the
skies of Europe.
He entered the Army Air
Force in January, 1942.

Terrill Commissioned
In Parachute Infantry
W. L. Terrell, Jr., of Jacksonville, Fla., was commissioned a
2nd Lt. in the Parachute Infantry at Fort Benning, Georgia on
February 4th.
He had previously graduated from the- Parachute School.
Lt. Terrell entered Clemson in
1941 and completed two' years.
He also put in several months
here in the ASTP in late 1943
and early 1944.

Civilian and Military Clothiers
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N, Main St.

Greenville, S. C,
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WHY DO CLEMSON'S

Cadets
CUT A CLEAN FIGURE?
Because their laundry is done by the

CADET LAUNDRY

The Clemson Foundation has
set a goal of $150,000 to educate the children of Clemson
men killed in World War II
If you want a part in this great work, send your donation—large or small—
to

The Clemson Foundation

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE EDUCATION FUND AND MAIL
TO J. H. WOODARD, SECRETARY.

%
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"Big BeiTGoodale Is A
Top Faculty Personality
One does not have to go far
on the Clemson campus to meet
and talk with people who have
had interesting and sometimes
extremely exciting experiences.
Professor Goodale, or "Big Ben"
as he is affectionately known by
Clemson men, is a man who has
had a varied background and a
life filled with activity worth
knowing about.
Reared on a farm near Marshalltown, Iowa, Big Ben began
his education in a one-room,
one-teacher school house. Upon
finishing high school he entered Iowa State College, majoring
in Dairy Industry and Dairy
Husbandry.
Ben became a member of the
United States Armed Forces in
1917 and served 21 months in
special service with the French
Army. He took part in four
major offenses. During one of
these offenses he was gassed but
managed to have a successful
recovery. Mr. Goodale
came
home with a French Croix de
Guerre which he was awarded
for his brave and brilliant service. In the fall of 1919 he resumed his studies in dairy husbandry at Iowa State.
During his college career, beside undertaking a double major,
he was organizer and president
of a cooperative buyers' organization; president of the. Public
Speaking Council, Dairy Club,
and Honorary Dramatic Masqued
Players; a member of the student government, Interfraternity
Council, and the Tau Kappa
Epsilon. He was also very active
in sports.
Professor Goodale came here
23 years ago and liked it so well
that he has never left since that
time, except for the summer
months which he has spent in
graduate work, as an extension
worker for the Julius Rosenwald
Foundation, or as a manager for
commercial dairy products.
On his chest Big Ben wears a
number of keys which designate
some of the best organizations
he is affiliated with. These-are:
the Blue Key, Mu Beta Psi, Phi
Eta Sigma, Alpha Zeta, Tiger
Brotherhood, Presbyterian Student ' Association, "Tiger" Key,
and a key for being founder and
faculty advisor of the Dairy
Club. He is also on the Clemson YMCA advisory board, is
chairman of the advisory committee for the Senior Council, is
on the Religious Emphasis Committee, being one of the organizers, and is on the advisory committee for the Honor System.
In the community of Clemson,
Professor Goodale is a charter
member and three times president of Clemson's only servic°
club, the Fellowship Club. Thi&
club maintains a clinic which
Big Ben founded and he is now
in complete charge of it. He is
a deacon and acting chairman
of the board of deacons of the

musa

Presbyterian church.
"The Tiger" could not gel
along without Big Ben. He has
taken the full responsibility of
the circulation and
business
staff and keeps the changes of
military addresses
up-to-date,
which is a full-time job in itself.
He sees to it that 4300 "Tigers"
are mailed out to the sons of
Clemson all over the world.

Three Clemson Grads
Serve At Aberdeen

Memorial Garden
For Lt Workman
Lieut. William Duncan Workman, GS ■ '41, of Clinton who
lost his life in a plane crash at
Idaho's Gowen Field, would like
the little plot of flowers in the
side yard of his mother's home
in Clinton. He would be particularly pleased to see the two yellow jasmine plants which he
brought in from the woods several years ago. When Lt. Workman, a great lover of flowers,
was killed in 1943, his mother
decided to build a 'memory plot
around the two jasmine plants.
The plot is growing, for several mothers who had sons killed and wounded in the same
crash, have sent tulips, dahlias,
violets,
gladiolas, irises, ' and
chrysanthemums.
Mrs. Mary S. Martin, of New
York City, heard about the flower plot in the memory of Lt.
Workman and has sent azaleas.
Her son, Everett Martin, roomed
with Lt. Workman for three
years. Clemson College has donated a broup of amarylis bulbs
which have been set out recently.
Mrs. Workman is trying to
border the plot with red, white,
and blue flowers; she is not
superstitious, but she knows that
strange things do happen.
"I decided to border the cement walk with pansies," she
said, "and right beside the tiny
footprints Duncan had put in
the fresh cement when he was
two years old, I ht»d placed the
biggest plant I had. That plant,
a bright yellow one, bloomed a
full two weeks ahead of all the
others."
"The next year I did the same
thing and, as I planted it, I
kinda whispered T hope you'll
be a purple one. Duncan loved
purple so! And slire enough,
again the plant beside his footprints bloomed two weeks ahead
of the others and developed into
a magnificent purple flower.
There probably isn't any connection at all, but . . "

First Lieut. Eugene T. McCurry, E.E., '39, of Anderson, is
Assistant Chief of the Armor
Test Section, and conducts experiments and development of
the armor plated tank's at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., the
world's greatest Ordnance research and development center.
First Lieut. R. J. Clarkson, T.
E. '33, of Camden, is engaged in
the testing and developing of
small arms material at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds in Maryland.
He is doing further research on
the 50 Cal. machine gun, which
is part of the armament on US
Super Fortresses. Lieut. Paul
Quattlebaum, Jr., E. E. '33, of
Maj. Franklin Sherman III,
Charleston, is assigned to the
Facility Branch, Arm and Am- Ent. '26, son of Professor Frankmunition Division at Aberdeen lin Sherman of the Clemson faculty, has been selected the
Proving Ground, Maryland.
world's
number
one
"bug
chaser". He is now serving as
sanitary inspector of Billings
General Hospital, Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Ind.
Colonel Malcom S. Lawton,
Maj. Sherman, was twice citM. E. and E. E. '13, of Mont- ed for achievements in the Cengomery, Alabama, has been ap- tral Pacific area, where he servpointed Base Commander of an ed 19 months before coming to
overseas Army Air Base in the Billings last Dec. 17. Maj. SherPacific Ocean Area. He has be- man introduced the use of parahind him 27 years of officer ex- dichlorobenzene for the control
perience which includes duty in of fly-breeding in pit latrines,
Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Wash- and developed a method of using
ington, D. C., Virginia, Alabama, sodium arsenite for spraying the
New York and California.
bodies of dead Japs to prevent
While at
Clemson Colonel the spread of any diseases the
Lawton held the rank of Major. Japs might have had. These two
He was a member of the staff of accomplishments won him the
"Taps" and was on the publish- award of the Oak Leof Cluster
ing committee A. I. E. E.
to the Bronze Stare«Medal an,d
his citation stated that the two
procedures "consitute one of the
notable contributions to military
ON SALE AT YOUR FAVORITE EATING PLACE
sanitation in this war."
The Bronze Star Medal was
awarded to him, not for sanitary
engineering achievements, but
for close-quarter battling with
Japs on Kwajalein' Atoll last
February. Surprised by Japs
who had concealed themselves in
EASLEY, SOUTH CAROLINA
underbrush,
Maj.
Sherman
fought back with' telling effect,
Distributor for Bireley's Drinks, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes,
and provided protection for a
and Capital City Potato Chips.
soldier who had been wounded
and who the Japs were endeavoring to polish off completely.
An entomologist, Maj. Sherman served at Michigan State
College, East Lansing, Mich., before entering the army in March,
1942. Maj. Sherman served as
sanitary officer for the base
command in the Kwajalein operations in the Marshalls, being
attached to an Infantry Division.
He began his army career at
Billings, having been assigned to
the medical pool of the hospital
for five months in 1942.

Maj. Sherman Is
No. 1 Bug Chaser

Lawton Commands Air
Base In Pacific Area

Cox's Peanut Butter Sandwiches
And Cookies
A. W. COX

HOKE SLOAN
Just Received a New
Shipment of Tennis Rackets

SHOES

BATHING SUITS

Maj. T. C. Bigger
WE WELCOME THE STATE STUDENT
Y. W. C. A. AND Y. M. C. A.
Conference At Clemson
April 20, 21, 22
This is the annual meeting for cabinet and officer
training. This year the attendance is limited to fifty representatives.
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean Emeritus of the School of Arts
and Science of Clemson, will open the meeting with an
address at the Methodist Church at Clemson, Friday, April
20 at 8:00 P. M. Mr. Henry Ware of Atlanta, Southern
Regional Student Secty. of the Y.M.C.A. Miss Joyce Hetzel
of the Y.W.C.A. of U. of S. C, Rev. Francis T. Cunningham
of Inman, S. C, Mr. John Roy Cooper of U.S.O. and
Y.M.C.A. are some of the leaders. Also Rev. S. J. L. Crouch,
Rev. Wannamaker Hardin, Rev. Harold Cole of Clemson.
Reese Young of Clemson is President; Miss Jane Brooks
Marshall of University of S. C. is Vice President; Miss
Margaret Fulton of Converse College is Secty.-Treas.; Mr.
P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr. of Clemson is Adult Advisor.
A Reminder: We are still working on the Clemson
"Y" Camp. Any help or encouragement appreciated. P. B.
H,. Box 312, Clemson, S. C.

Continued from page one
Leitner, T. E. '37; Otis Morgan,
C. E. '38; B. N. Skardon, G. S.
'39; F. H. Scarborough, Ag. Eng.
'39; M. R. Lawton. G. S.' '40;
Bill English, G. S, '37; Al George,
Forestry '37. .
Louie Hutson, '16, who was assistant PMS&T at Clemson in
1935-36f was also released from
Bilibad Prison Hospital &i the
same time Maj. Bigger was.
Maj. Bigger is married to the
former Miss Harriet Welborn.
Before entering the service he
taught in Kershaw, and at the
time he entered was doing graduate work at V. P. I.
When asked for a statement,
he said, "I still like Clemson.
It's the most beautiful place in
the world. I'm very glad to get
back, and I appreciate the interest of all my friends. My
chief concern now Is my depressed feeling concerning the
welfare of the prisoners of war
who were sent from the Philippines to the islands of Japan so
shortly before the Yanks arrived. It was certainly the hand
of Providence that saved me."

Band Co. Jives At Blue Key Stunt Night

Red Cross Drive
$863 Over Quota

FACULTY
NEWS

It has been anounced by Mr.
P. B. Holtzendorff and Mr. Nash
Gray, co-chairmen, that $3,362.94
was contributed to the Red Cross
By W. C. McELREATH
during the recent drive. This is
$862.94 over the quota of $2,500.
The Faculty Forum Club electExcelsior
Mills
contributed
$532.90; Clemson High school ed officers at their first meeting
raised over $250; the Corps of in March. The new officers are;
Cadets contributed nearly $200; President, Mr. Joseph Lindsay,
and the colored people on the Jr., professor of. textile chemistry and dyeing: Vice-President,
campus raised $100.
People who helped with the Mr. G. E. Metz, Registrar; and
drive are: Mrs. Lee W. Milford, Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. C.
Mrs. Joe Lindsay, Mr. E. G. God- B. Green, Instructor in English.
bey, Miss Beth Anderson, Miss
The Clemson Fellowship Club,
Nellie McHigh, Mr. Joe Brown, local civic club, hejd the annual
Prof. C. B. Green, Miss Frances election Tuesday, April - 3. Mr.
Carwile, Mr. Hpke Sloan, Mr. F. R. A. McGinty, vice-director of
C. Anderson, Mrs. Nash Gray, agricultural experiment station,
and Miss Myrtle Dean.
was elected President; Dr. G. W.
Also Mr. R. K. Eaton, Dr. F. Anderson, experiment station,
C. C. Calhoun, Miss Betty Can- Vice-President; and Mr. D. D.
non, Prof. 'J. P. La Master, Miss Curtis, professor of mechanics
Maude Snellgrove, Mr. K. J. and hydraulics, was elected secWatson, Miss Evelyn Todd, Mrs. retary and treasurer. The main
Elsie Breazeale, and Mr. L. O. project of the Fellowship Club is
Van Blaracon.
the health clinic which has been
Also Mr. H. G. McGraw, Miss operating for a number of years
Cornelia Graham, Mrs. D. D. Quil- in rear of the bank. The Club
Above is a picture of one of the stunts staged in the College Chapel April 5. The representatives \ lian, Sgt. K. R. Helton, Mrs. J. A. was organized in 1907, and has
Martin, Mrs. David Dunavan, been instrumental in obtaining a
of Band Company are depicted during their stunt, which naturally had a very musical flavor. Dan
Mrs. R. F. Smith, Mrs. Barney number of noted speakers for the
Gee and C. H. Godfrey, "Miss" Godfrey, if you please, are jitterbugging to excellent music furnishWilbanks, Mrs. F. C. Anderson, Cadet Corps.
ed by "Count" Sartor, Members of this orchestra are: Claude Sartor, C. G. Culler, Burt Ullnick,
Mrs. Dan Thompson, Mrs. J. E.
and Ed Morris.
Hunter, Mrs. B. D. Cloaninger,
Mrs. K. R. 'Helton, and Miss
Evelyn Hill.
Also the colored school teachers, Mattie Collins, Tom Littlejohn, and Robert and Erskine
Captin Charles Z. Yonce, Ind.
Something new was instituted
First Lt. Carl E. Epting, Arch Reid.
Ed. '41, of Edgefield, has been
at Clemson April 5 when cadets
'42, of Greenville, has been
W. C. Hutchison, GS '34, of awarded the Bronze Star Medal
By A. T. ADAMS
of all classes represented their
awarded the 3rd Oak Leaf Clus Waihalla, and Oconee County for his display of courage and
respective companies at Stunt iSeiiiiiMiEHuiiii
ter to the Air Medal for meri Superintendent of Education be- gallantry in the performance of
.
SuiiUHHnii!
Night. In years past "Stunt
torious achievement in aerial fore joining the armed forces, ha# duty during the battle for Guam.
The
building
that
doubtless
Night" was put on by the memplays the most important role of combat over Germany and ene received a medical discharge from Capt. Yonce is attached to a
bers of the freshman class of
my-occupied Europe.
the Navy and is connected with pioneer battalion of the Third
each company. Due to the war any on the campus is the Main
He is a pilot on a B-24 Liber- Westinghouse in Atlanta, Ga. He Marine Division.
Building. It is from this buildand shortage of freshmen, all
Captain Yonce is also a veting that a cadet begins and ends ator bomber with the 467th and his wife, the former Miss
classes participated this year.
his Clemson life. It is the scene Bombardment Group and he en- Rebecca Evans, have been visit- eran of the Boujgainville camThe affair was sponsored by
of many descisions that affect tered the service in June,, 1942, ing on the campus. They will live paign and has been overseas for
Blue Key and Company Com-'
in Atlanta.
two years.
the lives of every one at Clem- at Greenville.
manders were put in charge of son. Into this building many a
While at Clemson he held the
the stunt for their company. "E"
cadet has ventured, only to find rank of private, Color Corporal,
Company took' the prize with a
himself faced with Freshman Master Sergeant and Lieut. Coloskit consisted of a mock opera- Math, Sophomore English, and nel. He was a member of the
tion behind a sheet with exagScabbard and Blade, Pershing
erated motions. "A" Company Junior Speaking.
Rifles, Clemson Flying Cadets,
The Main Building would ap- Junior Staff Club, Tiger Brothstaged a mock Spring Inspection
with chorus girls. "B" Company pear strange to one of the early erhood, Freshman, Sophomore,
had a minstrel show. "F" Com- cadets if he could return to the Junior, Senior Platoons! He was
pany staged a doctors' skit and campus now. When first built also a commencement Marshal,
Band Company had a musical the building had no chapel at- Sharpshooter at R.O.T.C. Camp,
"TILLIE" HAYWOOD
Owner
program featuring "Count" Sar- tached, n0 walkways, and no and an Honor Military Gradutor and his band with Mr. Gee trees or ivy around it. The first ate.
HOT DOGS
SOFT DRINKS
and "Miss" Godfrey jitterbug- building was built in 1891 and
burned
shortly
after
in
1893
and
ging. The ACER'S had imitaOn, the Corner
tions of sounds of different type rebuilt in 1894. The interior was
planes taking off and flying. destroyed and only the walls
The judge in awarding the prize were left standing. You may
ins
Colonel G. B. Green, Jr., G. S.
said "Picking the winner was a still see.the smoke stains in the
§
hard job. We based our decision bell tower that have been there '35, of Laurens, has recently
been promoted to this rank at
on originality and audience re- for fifty-one years.
sponse."
The chapel as we know it to- Third Air Force Headquarters in
day was built in 1919. Formerly Tampa, Fla.
Col. Green, who has been
chapel was held in a long room
that extended over what is now awarded the Distinguished Servthe "Juice Shop". Chapel at ice Cross, the Silver Star, and
8:30 every morning was com- the Air Medal, is executive ofpulsary for every cadet. The ficer of operations and training
for the Third Air Force.
Sgt. Homer Bay Linder, Ag. faculty sat on the stage and
Ec. '42, of Chapin, a liaison ser- when the service was over the ant's office then, and adjoining
ANDERSON
MAIN STREET
geant with a tank destroyer bat- cadets waited until the faculty it Professor "Pete" Bradie held
talion, has been recently sworn filed out before they could leave. a Math class. Across the hall
in as a second lieutenant at the On April Fools day the cadets Professor W. S. (Jo-Jo) Morriheadquarters of the 5th Armor- set an alarm clock to go off in son held a History class. A
9
ed Division, to which the bat- the middle of the service.
visitors room was where the presThe top floor of the present ent Commandant's office is now,
talion is attached.
Lieutenant Linder received the building was used for housing and between it and the History
battlefield commigion for his the Agriculture Laboratories. If class was the Fertilizer Tax Tag
outstanding service during action you will notice these rooms you room.
in France,
Belgium, Luxem- can see some of them have never
Under the building were storebeen remodeled to be used as rooms and a carpenters' shop.
bourg, and Germany.
The ceremony took place near classrooms.
There were no walks outside exThe. second floor was where cept for a gravel walk along the
the Belgian border in Germany,
where the battalion was in ac- the cadet dances were held. north side of the building. There
Senator Ben Tillman is said to was a walkway, made of logs
tion.
Lieutenant Linder was induct- have cut a "Pigeon Wing" at one with spaces, from the end of the
ed into the army in September of these dances. This floor also present traffic circle up to the
of 1942 and is now asigned as had several classrooms as well entrance. There were no trees
nor ivy around the building. In
platoon leader in the tank de- as the ballroom.
SENECA, S. C.
The bottom floor of Main was it's time the Main Building has
stroyer battalion.
w
different from what we know it seen many Clemson men go out
Operated By
today. The Treasurer's office and in each of their minds was
W. C. HANNA
was where it is now. The small a picture 'of it with its majestic
Former operator of Clemson Coffee Shop
room adjoining it was the Presi- tower and its ivy covered wall
"Open" 'til Midnight"
dent's office.
The Registrar's making it a symbol of a great
Major David A. Shelly, A. H. office now was the Command- Clemson growing^ greater.
J
36, of Saluda, has returned
from service outside the continental United States and is now
located at the Army Ground and
Service
Forces
Redistribution
Station in Miami Beach, where
he is being processed, prior to the
determination of his next assignment.
Major Shelly has served 25
months as a staff officer of a
quartermaster corps unit in the
Southwest Pacific theater of operations, where he was awarded
the Asiatic-Pacific campaign ribP. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
bon.
Before entering the service,
Major Shelly was employed as
a county Agricultural agent with
the South Carolina Agricultural
Extension Service of Clemson.
He became a member of the Armed Forces in November, 1941.

Stunt Night Is
Very Successful

CAMPUS
1 NOTES

Capt. C. Z. Yonce
Gets Bronze Star

Lt. Epting Gets
Third Cluster

The Cadets Meet And Eat At

The Tiger's Den

Greene Is Promoted To
Colonel At Tampa, Fla.

"CLEMSON CADETS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT THE"

Lindler Wins
Bars In Field

•

MAYFAIR GRILL

Serving —
GOLDEN BROWN FRIED CHICKEN
JUICY WESTERN STEAKS
GOOD COFFEE

PALMETTO HOTEL
COFFEE SHOP

Major D. A. Shelly
Returns To Country

L d MARTI DRUG CO.
RELIABLE PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE

Pitchford Arrives
From Overseas Duty
First Lt. Charles W. Pitchford,
C. E. '41, of Walhalla, has arrived at an Army Air Force Redistribution Center for reassignment after completing a tour of
duty outside the
continental
United States. He will remain
at this redistribution center for
about two weeks, much of which
will be devoted to rest and recreation.
Lieut. Pitchford, a B-17 Flying Fortress pilot, flew 30 missions during eight months in the
European Theater of Operations.
He wears the Distinguished Flying Cross and the Air Medal with
three Oak Leaf Clusters.

MILK SHAKES
6 DIFFERENT FLAVORS
STATIONERY

BOOKS
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